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1. Introduction 
Given a skev' curve C c /Pn, its strict dnnl curve c•' c iPn is 
defined a.s the closure of the set of hyperplanes that are 
osculating to C of order n at smooth points of C. The strict 
dual of c• is C, and there is a natural duality between the 
various osculatinr develonables of c and those of c * r 1.'1 'f? J. 
If C c \Pn is a rational norJilal curve, then so is C * c Wn; we sny 
that C is self-dual. 
In this paper ~1e shall consider rational norraa.l scrolls 
X C [}N of dimension r, and study their higher order dual 
varieties X~ c PN, in p8.rticular the strict dual va.riety X*' c filii. 
\/e sho'.'l that only the generic scrolls (in the sense of Ghione [ G l ) 
satisfy the biduali ty X** = X, nnd that, anwnp these, only the 
bnlanceil scrolls are self-ilunl. By defining the "restriction" of 
X* to sub-scrolls of X, the nature of the self-duality for 
balanced scrolls appenrs even clearer. 
Similar considerations could be applied to non-rational 
scrolls and to non-- normal scrolls (e. r,., pro,i ect Ions of nortnal 
ones). Except for statements like: "if there exists a directrix of 
lo1'! der,ree, then the rlual varieties :we containeo. in a lovmr·-
dimensiona.l space, and so hidualit;y cloes not holcl", it is not so 
sir::ple, hov1ever, to state {!eneral results in thoRe cases. 
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2. Rational normal scrolls 
-----· 
Fix intepers 0 < d1 < •• • < dr , v1ith dr > 0, and consider 
the rank r bundle 
r 
F = _ED, Opl(ct1 ) 1=1 
on ,,., 1 -., - v1here l~ is o.n algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic ':'he complete linesr system sssociated 1·Ti th the line 
bundle OP(F)(1) defines a morphism 
IP(F) lP ( V) ~ i!'N 
r 
H0 (o;pl (d.)), w!Jere v = (') v. 
' 
v. = and N = y; (d.+1)···1 = 
i =1 1 l. !. l 1=1 1 
F i=1di +r-1 . Set y = /:l(P(F)); then \·re have dep, X = yr , "i=1°i' \le 
shall say that X io a variety o·f type (di' ... ,dr). 
If c1 1 > 0 holds, OP(F) ( 1) is very ample and <!> is an 
embedding. Then we cell X a rationsl normsl scroll of dimension 
r. If d 1=···=d 8 = 0 < ds+ 1 for some s, 1<s<r, then X is a cone, 
I "s-1 wit1 B r as vertex, over a rstional normal scroll of type 
(ds+1'''''dr). 
Clsssically (C. Segre [81 ],[B2l) these varieties were 
constructed in the followin,a, vlay: 
d. 
Take linear snbspaces 
i = 1, ••. , r, such that no 1.' 1 intersects the space spanned 
d. 
other !P J's. Consider now the 1 6.: 1P -> 
1 
by the 
d; 
tp • 
thns He have in escll 
c1 • 1 
r 1 a rational normal curve D i = tfl 1 ()? ) • 
(If c11. = o, I'. 1 is just tlle point r 0 .) Tile scroll X is tllen 
tlle r-dirnensional variety SVTBpt out by the (r-1)-dioensional 
subs paces t varies in He call 
the the r.enerators of y 
"" 
Finally, we sllall also use tlle notation 
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3. Higher order d11al varieties 
Recall the definition [ P2] of higher order dual varieties of a 
given variety X c f(V) m Wn: For each m ~ 0, consider the 
homomorphism 
am: vx -> P~(1) , 
11here P~( 1) is the sheaf of principal parts of order rn of 
s = s(m) denote the generic ra.nk of If 
then almoflt all points of X has a well--defined ( B-·1 )-dimensional 
osculating space of order m .. The m-th dual variety 
f(Vv) m ~n of X is then defined as the closure of the set of 
hyperplanes containi.nr, an m-th order osculating (s-1 )-space, 
Set s - max{s(m) is(m),n, m>O} , Rnd -m ~ 
Then vie ca.ll X* = X~ 
m 
the strict dual variety of 
s (m) ::; 
x. This 
definition, heing slightly more general than the one fiven in [P2l, 
permits us to define the strict dval of any variety X c Pn. 
As c,,·ume 110'·/ that X c Dn . . ~ of t , n _ ~ lS R VRrlB•Y ype 
The coordinates x~, ... ,x~. on 
l 
v 1 x1 v2 xr 
...._0 ' ... " ' d 1 '.~ .... 0 ' • .• ' d r rll on :.. . 
give coordinates 
If t is an affine parameter on 
t> 1 , then X is given parar~etri.eally at points x E X around the 
generator xt by 
x~ = x~()-.. 1 , ••• ,)-..r;t) = 
(i- 1 , ..• ,r; j = 0,1 , ••• ,di)' where ('A 1 , •.• ,Ar) E Wr-l, 
Since X has dimension r, the sheaf P~(1) has generic rank 
(t~m). (If X is amooth, i.e., if d1 > 0, then P~(1) is a 
bundle with this rank.) Since X is ruled (the parametrization is 
linear in the '/-.. i' <!), the generic rank of 
am: VX -> P~!(1) 
is, hovrever, 8.1.1-ra:~'s ~ rm+1, 11nd olenrly eqvali ty holds if and only 
if m(d 1 . AsRube 1 say, that '/-.. i- 0. r Then the imape of am is 
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given by the matrix 
( h1 ) I X),. 1 I 
I 
AEt - I 
I (hr-1)1 
I XA I 
I r-1 i (hr) ' ~ ) X 
where h. = l 0,1,.". ,r1in{di,m-1} for 1 < i < r-1 and hr = 0' 1 ' .. 
•• ,nin{clr,m}, and ~>rhere vie set 
(X~ ) ' x(h) ilhx (h) 1\x(h) X = = 
bt 11 ' 
X),.. = ilA.. ;J l l 
Ue shall no1·1 rev1ri te this matrix which determines v Xm , using 
the foll01·1inp notation: 
J,et D c: iPd be the ratione.l normal curve xi = t i, i = 
0,1 , ••• ,d. Por ee.ch m > 0, set 
'1m = 
• d 
If m ~ d, then 
\ r X 
x' I 
I 
. I 
x(m)! 
\ / 
/11 t 
0 
IO 
\ 
. . 
and if m > d, then 
• • 0 • • .. 0 td l 
' 
0 1 • . 
1/e shall \Hi te 
The matrix 
m • V R • D 
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if m ~ d 
if r~ > cl 
corresponds to the map 
giving the m-th order osculating spaces (or the m-th osculating 
developable, or the m--th dual va.riety) of D c: ['d. Note that ad 
is an isomorphism. 
Returni.ng to Xc H lP ' the matrix A m can n0\•1 be written as 
( -m--1 'j N d1 
·-m-1 0 ' !1 I d2 
Am = i 0 
I nm-1 
I d I r-1 l A Nm A 1 11~ Nm 1 d1 r-· clr; r-1 
for ~ m < m. It follous that the m--th order osculating spsce 
to X at a ]JOint X E Dr ('\ xt 
' 
is equal to the space spanned by 
the (m-1 )-th order oRculating space to Di at xi = D. '' l xt 
i = 1, ••• ,r-1, and the m-th order oscule.ting space to Dr at x. 
(If m-1 > di , then any 
is the whole space [Di].) 
(m-1 )-~\ order osculating space to D. 
1 
:=limilar consirlerations apply to the cases Ai ~ 0. In 
particular, 1·1e observe that the intersection of the m-th order 
osculatine~ spaces to X a.t points of a generator Xt contains the 
space spanned by the (m-1 )-th order osculating spaces to the 
directrices D. 
l 
at the points 
Jlefore ste.ting the general results, 1·1e shall give sor,\e, 
hopefully illuminating, examples. 
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4. Examples 
We shall first consider some surfaces. 
Example 1. r = 2, deg X = 4·' ~T .. = 5. 
'(here are three possible types: 
a) d1 = 0, d2 = 4 
b) d1 = 1 ' d2 - 3 
c) d1 = d2 = 2. 
Case a): For j(m(iii = 3, A becomes m 
\ n~,-1 
0 l ! 
I l A lim ~1~) 1 0 
The strict dual variety X'~= X~ is given by 
(1 0 \ 
lo n~j 
The points of X* are thus the 4-spacefJ :"panned by an osculating 
3-space to D2 and the point D1 • In other ~lords, 
X =(D2 )~n[D1 1v. 
Note that (D2 )~ is a cone with vertex [D2 lv· So X* is a 
rational normal curve of degree 4 in the hyperplane [ D 1 t c ,!{5. 
Noreover, we observe that 
X~ = (D2 )~ r, [D1 r 
is the tangent developa.ble of X* c [D1 ]v, and that 
X v = X~ = ( D2 ) ~ n [ D 1 r 
is the osculating developable of X* c [ D1 r ( [ P1 ], 5. 2). 
b): I Case For 1 (m<L1 = 2, A becomes m l ,m-1 01 .1 
A 1 nr;l nml 37 
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so is given by the matrix (equivalent to 
( 1 0 I 0 l ~ I I - - - - -0 I 2 I H3 
Hence X*= (D2 )~ n [D1 t is e rational normal curve of degree 3. 
Case c): For 1~m<iii = 2' Am is 
r f'l~-1 
:,] i,A 1 M~ 2 ~· 
At this point it is convenient to introduce the "restriction of 
X*= XV to D. " . 2 l 
x* ID. = the 1 points of x* corresponding to 
points on Di 
Then is obtained by setting A1 = 0, hence 
x* I D2 = ( D1 ) ~ n [ D2 J v. 
Similarly, 
lie shall call D~ = (Di)~.- 1 ,-\ [n3_it' j = 1 ,2, the strict dual l 
curve of Di ( 11i th respect to D3 . ) • 
-1 (Note that there is a self-
duality for rational nornal curves bet11een Di c [ Ili] and 
= [ ])3 . t.) 
-1 
\!i th this notation 1·1e have 
X" I D. = D; . l ,rl i = 1 ,2, 
and 
Hence X* is a{'.ain of type (2,2), and so X is self-dual. 
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r:x<)mple 2. r = 2, deg X= 5, N = 6. 
There are three possible types: 
a) d1 = o, d2 = 5 
b) <11 = 1 ' d2 = 4 
c) d1 = 2, d2 = 3 
The cases a) and b) HTe similar to the cs.se a) and b) of Bx.1. 
Here 1·1e have and dim x*' = 1 • In f nc t, X"' = D ~ c ( D 1 ) v • 
c) : m = 2. 
l'll 
'2 
A2 = 
l''1r1~ 
x"' I D1 is given by 
( 111 
I 2 
o I 
l 0 
which is a (?x5) matrix, and hence X*' I D1 = (Dj ,D2) is a ruled 
Now x*ID 2 
( 0 
i 
' I t':~ 
" ~ 
is 
[ j) 1 v 1 . 
[ j)1 1 v 
given by 
~~~~ 
oj 
is equal to the tangent developable 
( ( P1 ], 55) • 
Hence X*' is determined by the ruled surface (Di ,D2) a.nd 
the developable surface sl (f't), vrhich also contains D!>· 
In other 1mrds, X*' ir> determined by D"j c: [ D2 Jv ancl 
S 1 (D~) c [D1 t. \/e shall \'ll'ite, with abuse o:f notation, 
X*'= (D1,S 1 (D~)). Hence :x>- i:;J a rational (non-normal) 3·-dimen-
sionnl scroll of type (2,2,2) (in the obvious sense) because S 1 (D'2) 
is of type (2,2). 
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Horeover, X** = (X'')~ ~ X ; this can be seen by the fact that 
x*"'IDj ~ D2 a.nd X**IS 1 (D~) = D1 • 
The preceding examples are typical for surfaces, in the 
followint: sense: If X = (D 1 ,D 2 ), then for m < m, 
Jt.l+1-2m 
;::; · ...
' 
X* = X~ 
' 
·m there are three possible cases: For the strict dual 
a) d1 = d2 = d : m - d, X* = (Dj ,D2). 
b) d1 = d, d2 = c1+1 m = d, X*= (Dj,s1(D2ll is a 3-dimen-
sional (non-normal) scroll of type (d,d,d). 
c) nor cover, X~, for 
eq.ual to Sd2-1-m(D;'P c [D 1 ]v. 
Hence X is self-dual only in case a), and only in the cases a) 
and b) does biduality (X - X**) l1old. 
Rxample 3. r = 3, deg X = 6, N = 8. 
There are 7 possible cases for the type (d 1 ,ct 2 ,ct3 ) of X: 
' 
a) (0,0,6) ! 
b) (0,1,5) i j 
'·· I 
c) (0,2,4) I I 
! 
d) (1,1,~) J 
e) (1 ,2,3) l 
·-
f) (0,3,3) j 
-
m = d 2 
el (2,2,2) m = 2 X*= (Df,D~,D~'). 
In the firut four cases, the matrix A1n is equivalent to 
(i.e., defines the same variety as) the matrix 
(rrd 1 0 0 I 1 G 1 
I 
11<1 2 i lO 0 
I d2 
r]d 3 -1 J • IO 0 
. d 3 / 
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In the cases e) and f), the matrix 
(rl~ 1 0 0 
jo 1 Ncl2-1 0 d2 lo ;>.. Nd2 r·Jd2 
' 
2 d2 d3 
A- = m is equivalent to 
The conclusions follovr, by considerations as in the previous 
examples. 
Consider no\•/ the CH88 g). The matrix A-
m = A2 becomes 
/ 
rl1 0 '! I 0 2 I I 0 tl 1 
:21 
2 
'J ') ~' 1112 )..2f12 z 
As in Ex.1 c) we consider the restriction x*ln3 • This is the 
variety defined by netting ;>.. 1 = ), 2 = 0 in A2 • Hence 
x*1n3 = (D~,n;) c [n3 ]v. 
In the stnne tray, v1e obtain 
x'' I D 1 
x"' I D2 
c [ D1] v 
c [D2 t 
This shotrs that x~ = (D~ ,D~,n';), Bnd hence that X is self-dual. 
Since the restriction of x'~ to a directrix Di is the ruled 
surf'ace defined by the strict duals of the other Dj 's, it is 
natural to ask vrhether the converse is true. 
That is, vre 1mnt to give a natural definition of the restriction 
x*' I (D2,D3)' so that it becorws equal to 
To do this, we take :for ~I (D2 ,r3 ) the points in ~N corre-
sponding to the hyperplanes that are 2-·osculating to X at every 
point of some generntors of (D2 ,D3 ). This means that 1·re should 
look at the matrix 
(n1 
I 
lo 
! 
jo 
" 
0 1 
I 
:~J 
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Example 4. r = 3 , deg X = 7 , N = 9. 
The following types are possible: 
a) (0,0, 7lJ 
b) (0,1,6)1 
c) I (0,2,5) ( 
d) (1,1,5)j 
e) (1,2,4)j 
f) (0,3,4)[ 
g) (1 ,3,3)J 
-- x* " In = d2 
' 
= (D2,D3)* c ( D 1 ] 
h) (2,2,3) - 2 X* (JJ1 ,D2,s1 (D'§)) is of dimension 4. r.l = 
' 
= 
The 7 first ca.ses are as before; the only case that presents 
something neu is case h). By looking at the matrix A2 in this 
caBe, we oJ:.ts.in the follO\·.ring: 
x* I D1 = ( D~ , S 1 ( D3 )) c [n1 t 
X*ID2 = ( Df , s
1 ( n=; )) c [D2]v 
X*ID3 = (Dj,D2,D3) 
X*I(D1,D2) - s1(f>3)c [n1 ,D2]v 
x* 1 ( n1 , n3 ) = (~ ,r~) c ( D ]v 1 . 
x* 1 ( D2 , n3 ) = (D* D'~) 1 ' 3 c (D2 t 
5. Duality results 
r,et X = (D1 , ... ,Dr) be a variety of type (d 1 , ... ,dr). 
Given (i. 1 , ... ,is) c (1, ... ,r), vre denote by 
X. . =(D. , ... ,DJ ); 11 , ••• ,1s 11 s 
this is a variety of type (i1, ... ,i ). 
s 
With these notations, we give the following 
DJ':FINITION: i) The strict du~l curve 
D. , ••• , D. , is the curve 
1 1 1 r-1 
n :" of 
J 
D~ = (D.)vd 1 n [x. . t. J J .- · 1 1''"' 1 r-1 J 
vri th respect to 
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ii) The restriction of x• to is the variety 
consistinv of hyperplanes in lPN that are 
iii-osculating to X at every point of some generator of 
PROPOSI'riOH 1: Let X = (D 1 , ••• ,Dr) be a variety of type 
( d1 , ••• , dr), and denote by m the integer such that 
v X* = X- . m 
For each m, 1 c m c ffi, let i = i(m) denote the integer such 
that 0 c i ,; r-1 and c1 1 +1 c m < c1 1+1 (for i=O we set d0 =0). 
If i c r-2, then 
i 
= N+1-rm+ ~ (m-1-d.). 
j=1 J 
r-1 
If i = r·-1, then = N-rm+ I (m-1-d.) = 
j =1 J 
~1oreover, if i ~ 1 , \·/€ have 
d -m. 
r 
RF.I1ARK: For m = 1 , 1·re obtain Suppose r ~ 2. 
Then XV XV 
- = 1 is a hypersurface if and only if r = 2 and i = o, 
i.e. if and only if' X is a 2-dimensional, smooth scroll. 
PROPOSI'riOH 2: \lith the notation of Prop. 1, 1ve have the foll01ofing 
description of the strict dual x* of x. 
1 ) 
2) 
d 
r-1 
Then 
Let i be the integer such that 0 c i < r-1 , 
X* = X vd = ( D ~ , 1 , ... , D *) c ( x1 . t. lo r , ...... ,1 
d 1 +1 = d • J,et i he such that 0 c i < r-1 , r- 1 r 
dl. <d. = 0 ""= d =d. 
, H-1 r-1 
Then 
X* = Xdv = ( D~ 1 , ••• , D* 1 , S 1 ( D*)) c ( x1 . r. 1+ r- r ~ ...... ,1 
3) 
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Hence x• is a (non-normal) (r+1-i)-dimensionnl scroll, of 
type (d, ... ,d). 
c1 1 +2 ~ d = d. r- r Then 
X* -.rV ~ 
' = Ad-1 - D* c: /x ] v·. r ·-1,.Q .. ,r-1 
COROLLARY: A variety X= (n 1 , ••• ,Dr)' X a P(F) ~ PN, of type 
( c1 1 , ••• , d r) , is self-dual if and only if d , i~e., if r 
and only if F' i.s semi·-stable. In this case \·TB also have the 
dua.li ties 
= ( D*. , ••• , D": ) • 
J1 Jr-s 
Jroof o¥ Propositio11 1: ~~he results vrill follm·r from e. study of 
the generic behavior of the map m a , or, of the matrix 
I•'irst of all, vre observe that, if m ~'l c1i+1, for i ? 1, then 
all m--th order osculatin&- spaces to X necessarily contain each 
~DJ.}, 1 ~· j r., i., hence IX J. Xv is given by (for 71 -to) 1, .. , .. ,LJ, m r 
0 .m--1 .. , 
· r1 . 
1 l-1-
0 .. ' 0 
0 
• f'lm-1 
- d 
r-1 
\ 1'!1 
'r--1 'd 
r-1 
This shows the last assertion of Prop. 1. 
j'he eeneric rnnlc of am (or Am) is equal to 
i 
l. (d .+1 )+m( r-i )+1 
.i =1 J 
i 
= rm+1- ~ (m-1-d .). 
.i=1 J 
Let ll be a hyperplane which is m-osculating to X at some 
(smooth) point x t'. Xt , for some generHtor Xt. Then H is 
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m-osculating to X at all noints of some linear (r-2)-dimensional 
subspace y t 
all points of Xt , so 
In fact, 
X,., H 
H is 
contains 
(m-1 )-osculating to X 
X t m-1 times, and the 
residual intersection is a (possibly reducible) ruled variety Y 
at 
of dimension r-1. Hence X .. , R contains Yt = Y n H 
i.e., H is m-osculnting to X along Yt' 
m times, 
From this observation it follows that is determined by 
the matrix obtained from Am by fixinf, r-2 of the ;>,.i' s. That 
is 9 we fix a ruled surface R c X. If v H E Xm , then H is 
m-osculat ing to X alonp, Y t c Xt (some t), hence at some point of 
Rt , since Rt''yt * 0. 
Assume therefore ;~. 1 =···= ;>,.r- 2 = 0. Then the variation in 
the m-th order osculatinr spaces alon{' a generator is given by 
the variation of the matrix 
( l'lm-1 
' d 1 , r-
1 
I 
l" . nm r-· 1 d 1 r-· 
If m < d 1 r- (i.e., if i ( r-2), then \·Ie see that the m-osculating 
spaces vary with ;>,. 
r-1 (i.e., are non-constant a.long Ht). 
they also vary with t, we obtain a 2-dimensional family of 
Since 
m-osculatinc spaces to X. rach such space has dimension equal to 
i 
rm-· Y. ( m-1--d . ) , 
j =1 J 
hence the m-dual variety has dir:wrwion 
i i 
= N-rm+ Y. (m-1-d.)-1+2 = N+1-rm+ I (m-1-dj). 
j=1 J j=1 
Suppose nov1 i = r-1, so that dr_ 1 < m < dr' Then the 
variation of the m-osculatine spaces iR given by the variation of 
the matrix !1~1 , hence is independent of the 
r 
;>,.. 's (i.e., the m-
1 
osculating spaces e.re constant along the generators of X). 
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11oreover, these spaces are the ones spanned by the ( D j) 's, 
1 c j c r-1, and the rn-osculatin~ spaces to Dr. In other words, 
in this case 
d -m-1 
Xv = S r (D*) c [X t 
m r 1, ••• ,r-1 
is the (dr-m-1 )-th osculating developable of the strict dual curve 
D* c [X f 
r ·'1, ••• ,r-1·' In particular 
Proof of PropoBition 2: 
Case 1): d 1 = d = d. r- r 
dim Xv = d -m. 
m r 
Considering the matrix Am 1m observe that m = d holds, and that 
every d-osculating npace contains the space [D 1 , ••• ,Di) = 
[x1 o]. Noreover, for each k , i+1 c k c r, we have 
' " " .. ' 1 
Thus lve vree that 
x* = x~ 
holds. 
Case 2): clr_ 1 +1 = dr. 
\1 e see that r1 = holds, and that every d--osculating 
spnce contains Moreover, for each k, i+1 c k c r-1 , 
we hs.ve 
;. ("' * * * 1(*)) [ ]v[ lv X I Dl- = D 0 1 ' •• 'Dk 1 'Dl .L 1 ' •• 'D 1 's D c X 1 0 • f\ Dl . ' 
..._ 1 + ._- c, r- r , ... , 1 c 
where S i (D*) c (X f is the tangent developable of D* r 1.,,. .. ,r-1 r" 
Por k = r, we have 
It follows that 
X" = Xa~ = ( D~ i , ••• , D~ 1 , S 1 ( D~)) c (Xi 0 ) v. 1+ 1- r , ..... ,1 
To see tlwt x* is ( non-normRl) of type ( d, ••• , cl) , it 
suffices to show that "1 ( D* ) \) r is (non-normal) of type (d,d). 
'::'his follm1s from the follmdn{? general lemma. 
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I.et D c !Pd be a rational normal cvrve of degree d (d~3). 
Then the m-osculating deve:Llpable Sm(D) (m(d-2) of D is a (non-
normal) variety of type (d-m, ••• ,d···m) (in lPd). In other \•rords, 
the bundle is isomorphic to 
serilista.ble. 
m 
,._l) o[pl(d-m), i.e., 
i=O 
is 
Proof: It suffices to exhibit m+1 independent sections of degree 
d-m. If D is given by 
then 
i d-i 
xi = n v 
,m 
u X 
lll-·k ]{ ' 
ou ov 
are the desired sections. 
k = o, .. o .. 1lil, 
Case 3): r:'hi.s ha8 already been shovm in the proof of Prop. 1, by 
observing m = dr-1. 
RmlAilK: Suppose d 1 > 0 (i.e. X is a. rational normal scroll). 
( j<"' ) Then biduality X =X holds if and only if cl1 =· 0 ·= d r-1 
or d = d 1 +1 , in other words, if and only if X r r·-
and 
is a 
general scroll (in the sense of Ghione [G]). In the balanced case 
( c1 1 ='" •=d r) we have already seen that X is in fact self-dual. 
In the second case we have 
x**ID~ = x. . 
J 11''''' 1 r-1 
(.Hr) 
a.nd 
** 1 ( -~ X I s D ) = X 1 1'-1 , 
r ' e •• ' 
from which we conclude: x•• = X. 
In all other coses, there is rm i, 1 ( i < r-1 , such that 
X* [X ]v c 1 . . • ,~~.,l 
Consequently, x** is the cone over X with vertex [X ] 
. 1, ... ,i. 
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6. Curves in Grassmann varieties 
A ruled variety can also be considered as a variety in a 
Grassmann variety. If X c ~N is of type (d 1 , ••• ,dr), defined by 
r 
ED Opd<1.)' 
. 1 ' l then that also defines a morphism l= 
1P 1 ·> G = Grass ( 1J) • 
r 
Let r c G denote the image of this map. 
The m--dual variety rv c Gv = Grass (Vv) is defined as (the 
m r 
closure of) the set of (E-r)-spaces that contain an m-osculating 
space to r [1'2, §2]. These latter spaces 8.re defined by the 
image of 
The image 
of rank 
bm: 
of 
r' -Jm 
r 
v,pl ·> I'm (v) = p,J'~d0.). pl . 
. 1 !_.. 1 1= 
bm is defined by the matrix 
\, n~ 1 0 
Bn = ' ~ 
I 0 n~ I 
' r/ 
i 
r(m+1 ) .. Y (w·-d.), 
.i =1 ·1 
vrhere i = i (m) is the integer 
such tha.t 0 < i ~ r-1 and c1 i ~ m < di+l (again vie set d 0=0). 
The m-dnal variety is defined whenever ~ ( N+1-r. 
m 
Tl1e strict dual variety of r is 
where m is the sr•lalleAt intecer Til such tha.t Pm is maximal 
p,ubject to Rr• < N+1-r. 
'• 
If c), > 0 and rn ~ c1 1 --1, then 13m = r(m+1) and r~ is 
defined. In this c::tse 9 
principal parts of order 
r.r.er(bm)v · t;r f tl b 11 f 1s · .re sum o 1e un< es o 
d.-1-m 
l 
( inteq>reted in terms of the eurve D i and its strict dual D~, 
using dnali ty for the correspond in{~ Rhort exact sequences ( [ 1'1 J, 
5.2)). 
- w-
PROPOSITION 3: Let r c G correspond to X c PN of type 
(d1, ••• ,dr), r ~ 2. 
1 ) If d1 d d, then r* v ;::: 0 c 0::::: = = r d-1 !' dim r* -- 1 , and 
x* v is the total of ]- *. = xd space 
2) If d1 d d, d d+ 1 ' then I* v dim ;:::Oo(l;::: = = . - r d-1 ' r-1 r 
and x* - XV 
'd is the totEd space of r"'. 
If d1 < d2 ct d, d d+1 ' then r* 
v 
;:::000;::: 
r-1 = ·- = rd-1 r 3) 
din r* 
--
1 . 
-
r>~< = 2, 
In all other cases, T'j< = T'~ , where 
.m m < d -2 r if r > 2; if 
iii =· d --2, and 
r 
is the curve corres-
pending to the tanrent developable of 
Proof: Assurue dr = d, and that is defined. ':'hen ( l'li th 
as before), 
i 
~ cl--1 = rc1- 'i (o--1-d .) j =1 J ~ N+1-r = 
so 
i 
y d . ~ 
. i=i+1 J 
(r-i)d • 
i 
Hence i. = 0, and d-1 < c1 1 ~ a2 <,oo•< d. Therefore d 1=·"'= dr= d. 
In this case, clearly m = d-1, nnd r* is the curve whose total 
space is x• = (D~, ... ,n;). 
Af;sume dr_ 1 .. d, dr .. d+1, and that 
ia ( d-1 ). Then 
i 
- rd- ~ (d-1-d,) < 
i =1 ,I 
so that v.re cet 
r 
r 
1: d ·' j=1 J 
rcl·-i(d-1) < 1: d . < ( r-- i ) d + 1 • j=i+1 .l 
is defined (clearly 
- 19 -
Hence i ~ 1. Suppose i = 0. "!hen d-1 < d 1' so d 1 =d' r-
dr = d+1, ~ 0 _ 1 = rd, and Ker(bd- 1 ) has rank 
N+1-rd = (r-1)d+d+1+r-rd = r+1, 
v Hence r* = rd_1 is ruled by lines, so dim r* = 2. 
The matrix Rd_1 in this case is just the one associated with 
* v (* *·1(*) X = Xd = D 1 , • , • , Dr , S Dr ) • 
If i = 1 (hence n:;), then 0d_1 = (r-1 )d+c1 1 +1 and the 
rank of Ker(bd- 1 ) Hence is a 
curve. 
Suppose finally that d 
r·-1 ( d --2 r - ' and that 
rv 
m is defined 
for some m ~ dr ·-2' Then i ·- r-1 , and we must have 
r(m+1 )·-(r--1) ~ d 
' 
r+m ( d ( m+2 .. 
r r 
Hence r ( 2, so r = 2, and m = d 2-2. Then clearly r j< is the 
curve in Gv corresponding to the tangent developable of 
D* 2 in [D~]. 
HFtlAIW: Set ~~~ = (Ker bm)v, l<'rorn v1hat vre have seen, F" is the 
m m 
d.irect sun1 of bundles of principal parts on the curves 
Ue can ;rrite 
r d. -m--1 
F~ = _(p P'l'y (d.) 
;J=1 J 
(if m+1 > d j' we set the bundle equal to 0). 
d.-m-1 
l<'rom a previous lemma, vre knmr that ~',pr (d.i) is balanced: it 
splits into d .-m 
.l 
for m such that 
copies of OlPddj-(d.i-m-1)) = O,pdm+1). Hence, 
m < <1 1-1, the ( )'r 1d .-rm)-bundle p* is 
· .1= J m 
balanced of type (m+1, ... ,m+1). Hence rv is defined by a 
m 
balanced bundle F* (recall that 
n 
r; is the imace of 
Grass (F*) c iP1 x(frass (Vv) in Gv = 
r m r 
Orassr (Vv)), even though the 
bundle F defining r was not necessarily balanced. Moreover, 
the case F balsnced corresponds to balanced and 
rank F~_ 1 = r; this is precisely 1·rhen X and r are self-dual. 
- 20 ·-
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